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Guidelines for Bachelor’s thesis (15 hp) 
 

Before taking up work on a bachelor’s thesis, the student is required to have the project 
registered. This is important for legal reasons, as well as insurance. 

In order to become registered, the student is asked to choose a supervisor and to write a 
preliminary project plan. 

 

Every bachelor’s thesis requires the appointing of one supervisor, one subject reader 
(ämnesgranskare), and one examiner. The subject reader and the examiner are appointed by 
the bachelor’s thesis coordinator.    

One individual cannot be appointed both supervisor and subject reader for the same thesis. 
One individual cannot be appointed both examiner and subject reader for the same thesis.  
The supervisor and the examiner can be the same individual for the same thesis.  

 

The bachelor’s thesis work must be conducted individually. 

 

The bachelor’s thesis is graded with the mark “pass” or “no pass”. 

 

In order for the student to pass, the following requirements have to be met: 

• participation in “Library: Introduction to databases” (scheduled) 
• writing of a detailed project plan 
• participation at “Mid-course checkpoint” (Mittavstämning; scheduled) 
• oral presentation to the research division (or other forum of specialists) 
• popular oral presentation to a general audience (scheduled, e.g. as symposium) 
• defence of thesis by means of a poster 
• oral discussion of another student’s poster 
• writing of the bachelor’s thesis 
• giving written feedback on another student’s written bachelor’s thesis 
• uploading to DiVA of the final approved version of the written bachelor’s thesis 

 
The supervisor is responsible for organizing the oral presentation to the research division. 
During this presentation the presence of the subject reader (ämnesgranskare) is mandatory. 
This presentation should take place before the popular presentation symposium (see below).  

The oral presentation for a general audience (symposium) is organized and scheduled by the 
examiner. During this event the presence of the examiner is mandatory. 

After feedback and clearance from the supervisor, the written thesis should be uploaded on 
Studentportalen no later than one week before the symposium. The feedback from both the 
subject reader and the fellow student has to be available to the student at least two days 
before the symposium.  

One week after the symposium, the final, improved and cleared (by supervisor and subject 
reader) version of the bachelor’s thesis has to be submitted to the examiner.  


